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Teaching them the Feel and Flow 

 

The hardest part about learning as a new wrestler is having a partner who does not know how to drill.  

Don't assume they understand how to move like a wrestler and practice properly once you teach a 

move.  Take into consideration that a wrestler may not be able to perform a technique because their 

partner may not know what to do.  Make a concerted effort to help your wrestlers learn how to be a 

good partner, how to move like a wrestler, and how to feel the flow of movements and positions.  

 

Ninety percent of what you do in practice should be wrestling specific movements that teach your 

athletes how to move, tumble, and attack and defend in good positions.  The other 10% should focus on 

getting them gritty, battle hardened physical and mentally. 

 

Incorporating Concepts into Practice  

 

1) Warm Ups & Warm downs (can also incorporate into cardio) 

 

Include a combination of jogging, tumbling, and dynamic movements that both get the blood flowing 

and mimic wrestling movements. Use this time to help wresters loosen up, become familiar with how to 

prepare for competition, and make movements second nature.   

 

Jog and Tumble 

 Approximately 6 minutes (forward and backwards summersaults, shoulder rolls, squat hops, low 

hops, cart wheels, round offs, bear crawls, summersault sprint). 

 

Shadow Wrestling 

 As a group: Wrestler Jacks, dynamic Kicks and knee ups, bounce, stance and movement, down 

blocks, double downs, and sprawls. 

 On own: 3-6 minutes movement and flow (use music to get the beat) 

 



Loosen, strengthen, position and quickness 

 Walk Arounds, Shoot Throughs, Frog Hops, Shoot through variations, Scarecrow, Partner Vs 

 

2) Movement and Drilling 

 

Goal number one is to help wrestlers get the feel for positions and movements that translate into 

proper set ups, penetration, and attacks.  This includes getting the feel for proper drilling that benefits 

both partners.  Specific technique should flow from these learned positions and movements.  

 

Goal number two is to help wrestlers understand how to drill without stopping at various levels.  The 

two biggest focuses must be to help them figure out how to be a good partner for the one doing to 

offensive movements (giving proper pressure and feel) and eliminating the non-wrestling 

"conversation".  Talking during drilling should only be when directing your partner toward different 

movements or practice scenarios. 

 

 Level one drilling: light movement, set ups, and penetration with No finish 

 Level two drilling: light movement, set ups, and penetration with soft finish 

 Water Drills: continuous, non-stop, mid-intensity, drilling without losing contact with partner, 

full smooth finishes.  

 Sparing: 3/4 intensity with a give and take idea.  Make partner work for finishes, but don't take 

the finishes away.   If one wrestler attacks poorly, defend and move them back into position, or 

re-attack.  This is where scramble wrestling can be learned and improved.  

 

Pass, back step, move, and attack 

 Partner one collar tie; partner two passes, back steps, moves (and attacks)... repeated action for 

short time period.  Must be a continuous flow and movement.  

 

2 on 1 

 Similar to the collar tie exercise above, but partner one posts hand and partner two removes 

with 2 on 1.  Partner two removes opponents arm with two on one, moves, and attacks (arm to 

leg-step to single or drop to shot). 

 

Chest to Knee 

 Learned movement from shoot throughs.   

 No tie shots from shoot through position.  Take the single, double, or high crotch depending on 

opponents stance.  

 This shot position helps wrestlers learn to flow during drilling by teaching them to take multiple 

shots from one position.  After multi practice, shots will become second nature in competition.  

 

 

 


